
t3 Systems are 
a fully patented 
system and 
covered by a 
lifetime guarantee.

Shelving
PRODUCT CODE: SEE BELOW

Save time and money by 
creating shelving schemes 
without needing additional 
cross tubes and connectors 
to support the shelves.* Sh
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CHSSAM8
Channel Shelf Support Adjustable 
with M8 Insert

CHSSA
Channel Shelf Support Adjustable

30º Fitting

30º 45º 90º

45º Fitting

Easy twist locking wheel

Where shelf height adjustment is required we recommend our Adjustable 
Support. This fitting is ideal for on-site adjustments or if you want to support 
other accessories. They locate into the channel tube in the same way as our 
corner brace, using a metal plate and are secured by tightening a finger wheel.

Adjustable Support Shelf

Now you can build in flat or sloping shelves at 30˚ or 45˚, using 
our brand new fixed and adjustable supports.

*Works with channel tube frames only.

For all technical or sales enquiries, please visit: 
www.next-xpo.com 

info@next-xpo.com  +32  (2) 384 83 02 



CHSSF
Channel Shelf Support Fixed 
(CHSSFM8 - Channel Shelf Support 
Fixed with M8 Insert) Cantilevered shelves can be easily 

created using the existing T3 corner 
brace. 
This makes for an extremely strong 
shelf when positioned correctly.

We recommend the Fixed Support 
shelving system when the position of 
the shelves can be predetermined.
The support slides into the tube 
profile and is supported from below 
by our decorative trim insert which 
is cut to length according to the 
position of the shelf. A second piece 
of trim slides in above the support to 
create a seamless look.
The number of shelves is only limited 
by the spacing you require.

Corner Brace Shelf Retro Fitted Shelf

Fixed Support Shelf

CHSST
Channel Shelf Support Twist-in

These are very versatile and can 
be fitted after your framework is 
completed. The fitting will accomodate 
2 thicknesses of panel; 5mm & 18mm.

CHPSC
Custom Panel/Shelf support insert 

Please contact for specific lengths & 
weights according to your order.

10mm

20mm


